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[Introduction]

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 THE NATURE OF ABUSE
Schapelle Corby's legal and human rights were seriously abused during the Bali trial,
of 2004/2005. This is documented in the Expendable report: ‘Breaches of the
Indonesian Code of Criminal Procedure, and the UN International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights, in the Schapelle Corby Trial’.
Unfortunately, this was merely a prelude to the regular and repeated breaches which
were to follow in prison.
Whilst those behind closed doors are outside the scope of the Expendable mission,
those open and in public are not, as they relate to the complicity and disregard of the
Australian government. The most obvious of these involve the Australian media.
The conditions which Schapelle Corby has endured are terrible enough, with lurid
descriptions of squalor, overcrowding, and overbearing heat, common on a number
of websites, and in books such as Hotel Kerobokan.
However, Schapelle Corby endures significantly more than this. She has suffered a
sustained series of individual abuses at the hands of the local and prison authorities,
and the Australian media.
As a high profile 'celebrity' prisoner, she has been systematically exploited for prison
public relations purposes, she has been subjected to individual persecution, often for
political reasons, she has been harassed and exposed regularly, and she has been
intimidated with threats and worse.
These are not unsubstantiated allegations; they are abuses which are both
documented, and open.
But there has been no intervention from the Australian government, no involvement
by the United Nations, and no protest from groups which refer to themselves as
humanitarian in nature.
Even in full view of an uncaring world, Schapelle Corby has been fair game for open
exploitation, and abuse, on a staggering scale.
This situation remains unaltered to the present day.
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1.2 HUMAN RIGHTS / GENEVA CONVENTION
In a formal war scenario, prisoners have a degree of protection under the Geneva
Convention. This is described thus:
[Article 27 says that people protected by the Fourth Convention ‘are entitled, in all
circumstances, to respect for their persons" and are to be protected from violence,
threats, insults and public curiosity. A similar provision under the Third Convention
protects prisoners of war against "insults and public curiosity"]
And,
["Art. 27. Protected persons are entitled, in all circumstances, to respect for their
persons, their honour, their family rights, their religious convictions and practices,
and their manners and customs. They shall at all times be humanely treated, and
shall be protected especially against all acts of violence or threats thereof and
against insults and public curiosity".]
Of course this is not a formal war situation, but quite clearly, Schapelle Corby has
been exploited and abused in many ways which would fall foul of this, for example,
by her regular display for 'public curiosity' via the Australian media.

Another sanctioned intrusion: A mentally ill Schapelle Corby,
on media display, desperately seeking cover

This abuse has also been compounded by her deteriorating and severe mental illness,
to which it has no doubt contributed. Although humanitarian provisions for the
mentally ill exist under a number of conventions, they too have been overlooked.
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1.3 THE TIMELINE
Some months ago a humanitarian team began to document the timeline of some of
these open abuses. Given the sheer number, this was a significant task, and it is far
from complete. However, the interim report has recently been published, and
permission has been provided to the Hidden World Research Group for inclusion in
this report.
It should also be noted that from 2008, Schapelle Corby's loss of mental health
impaired her ability to defend herself. In prison conditions, this is a grave matter.
The media intrusions, for example, became even more disturbing, particularly with
respect to her increased paranoia regarding cameras and observation (eg: refer to the
Channel 9 intrusion incident of April 2010).

2010: A visibly distressed Schapelle Corby, shouting that she is being
beaten by her guards, is roughly manhandled and dragged away,
having just begged the governor for protection from the media.

The extracted log is provided below, with relevant media articles provided in a
separate PDF.
It is extremely disturbing, but equally disturbing is that this is only the open view.
It should be stressed that no nation, or organization, has even lodged a complaint, let
alone taken any action to assist the victim.
.
Expendable.TV
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2. OPEN PRISON ABUSES 2005

2005
June 05
Date
1st

Comments
Possible Breach of Confidentiality/Trust:
Comments by Dr. Conny Pangkahila

Title of Source Articles

Publisher

Corby sings and prays

News Corp.

1st

Possible Breach of Confidentiality/Trust: Corby writing book about her
ordeal; Schapelle writing a
Comments by Dr. Conny Pangkahila
book

Fairfax

2nd

Possible Breach of Confidentiality/Trust: Pastor recounts Corby baptism
Comments by New South Wales Pastor in jail

ABC

17th

Rumour: breakout plan

Police uncover Corby breakout
plan

News Corp.

Title of Source Articles

Publisher

July 05
Date

13th

Comments

Corby Flees Limelight - In Her
Cell; Corby in outburst at
Media Intrusion & Harassment:
guards; Corby involved in cell
Schapelle is harassed for 90 minutes by scuffle; Corby lashes out at
numerous journalists accompanying 14 officials during jail inspection;
Indonesian human rights officials. She
Corby lashes out at prison
was then manhandled by prison guards inspection; Corby Subdued
to an area where she could be filmed.
After Clash; Famous Corby 'an
escape risk';
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23rd

Media Intrusion:
Schapelle‟s birthday, photographs.

Schapelle Corby‟s prison
outburst; Schapelle loses her
cool in jail clash

Ten Network

Birthday behind bars

Various

Title of Source Articles

Publisher

December 05
Date

Comments
Note

16th

For the „2005 Christmas Party‟ it was
reported that the prison authorities
banned the media from attending
because they were “still smarting from a
string of negative press in Australia
over the unsanitary and overcrowded
Prison party time for Bali Nine
conditions inside.”
and Corby
In contrast, in later years the authorities
organize regular PR events to counter
criticism and improve the prison‟s
image, using the co-operative
Australian media, and forcing Schapelle
Corby to attend, against her will.
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3. OPEN PRISON ABUSES 2006

2006
March 06
Date

Comments

12th

Note
Journalist, Cindy Wockner, reports that
prison authorities are outraged that the
jail has become a „sick‟ tourist attraction.
Tourist intrusions are criticized‟

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Anger over 'sick' Bali prison
tours; Corby jail a tourist
attraction

News Corp.
The Sunday
Times

However, numerous Australian journalists
regularly exploit Schapelle Corby, whilst
representing the prison positively.

Political Intervention
Unrelated issues threaten prisoner
transfer agreement:

26th

An influential Indonesian politician, angry
at Australia for granting refugee visas to
West Papuans, ruled out any prisoner
exchange program for now.
"We will stop the governments [of
Indonesia and Australia] trying to swap
the prisoners ... The prisoners will stay in
Indonesia - they won't do their prison time
in Australia now."

Expendable.TV
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threatens prisoner exchange
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July 06
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Breach of Confidentiality

3rd

Kerobokan inmate Michelle Yolanda is
released from prison and is interviewed
by freelance journalist Alan Shadrake.
This is published in a magazine, inclusive
of covertly-taken photographs. Yolanda
claimed that Schapelle cut her hair in
'some kind of weird ritual' and that she
had a boyfriend called Tjin "Eddy" Yu,
who was moved to another prison to
prevent Schapelle becoming pregnant.
Schapelle was forced to have a
pregnancy test which proved negative.
The unsupported false claims are revisited in detail in October 2006.

New look a snip for Schapelle
Corby; Schapelle Corby's
hair-raising tale; Schapelle‟s
bizarre ritual

New Idea
News Corp.
Fairfax

August 06
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Media Intrusion:

26th

Anonymous inmate gossip and false
rumour is reported in Australia as
credible. It is claimed that Schapelle had
a boyfriend who has since been moved to 'Nice, but reserved' Corby
another prison; she gets favoured
likely to stay star turn of Bali
treatment by prison authorities; she does jail.
not want to be transferred to an
Australian jail under a proposed prisoner
exchange treaty; etc. None of this is true,
but it undermines public concern for her
welfare and provides the prison
authorities with an excuse to single her
out for „hard time‟ (see later).
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October 06
Date

Comments

16th to
25th

A magazine publishes an interview with
former inmate Tjin "Eddy" Yu about his
relationship with Schapelle. The article is
titled „Schapelle's Secret Prison Lover „.
In follow-up reports by other news
sources, Schapelle‟s mother is forced to
deny that Eddy and Schapelle were
lovers. According to the interview with
Eddy, Schapelle was given a pregnancy
test by the prison's medical staff. Eddy
neither confirms nor denies whether he
had sexual relations with her; and said
that he did not feel guilty about the
scrutiny she went through when the
media found out about the tests. Eddy
was moved to another prison in a remote
part of Madura Island some time before
the interview was published.
The truth of this matter is that this gossip
dates back to April 2005 when wholly
unsubstantiated and false rumours were
circulated and first published.

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Schapelle's secret prison
lover; Bali Nine to blame for
sentence: Corby; Corby never
had a boyfriend in Bali: mum;
Indonesian jail pal: I fell for
Corby;

New Idea
Nine Network
The West
Australian

November 06
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

NB: Schapelle Corby – My Story is published on 10th November

13th
to17th

Woman‟s Day magazine reports another
love affair – this time with Bali Nine
ringleader Andrew Chan. The reported
source for this further false rumour is yet
another „former cellmate‟.

Expendable.TV

Schapelle falls for Bali 9
ringleader.
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4. OPEN PRISON ABUSES 2007

2007
January 07
Date

Comments
Intimidation:

2nd to
17th

Kerobokan prison governor threatens
transfer to remote prison. This is not the
first time Schapelle has been threatened
with transfer away from her sister. The
threats have been made constantly since
the verdict. On this occasion, the current
prison governor is unhappy about the
way his prison is depicted in Schapelle‟s
book 'My Story'.

Title of Source Articles Publisher
'Be thankful' Schapelle; Corby
fears jail transfer; Corby going
nowhere but stir crazy; Corby
'should be thankful‟; Corby
should be 'thankful' for transfer;
Fearful Corby faces being
moved to prison in east Java;
Tougher house rules in Corby's
new jail; Fallout after Corby
book blasts Bali jail as 'slum'
(Feb)

The West
Australian
Fairfax
The Bulletin
News Corp.
The Sunday
Times

February 07
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Breach of Confidentiality/Trust:
28th

Kerobokan Prison leaks information to
the media about Schapelle‟s visit to a
dentist. A photographer is waiting outside
the prison and follows her (see later).

Expendable.TV
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March 07
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Breach of Confidentiality/Trust:

12th to
13th

Using old photos, the Seven Network‟s
Today Tonight alleges Schapelle bribes
prison guards to enjoy day trips. They do
not reveal that the photos were taken in
November 2004 when she was a remand
prisoner at Denpasar police
headquarters. It was the first and only
time she was allowed out, under guard,
after legitimate arrangements were made
by her lawyer to meet family. The photos
were cropped to exclude the prison
guards in attendance.

Corby's smile was for dentist;
Current affairs Corby crossfire;
'Today Tonight' Corby photos
slammed by family

News Corp.
Seven
Network
Nine Network

As further 'evidence' that Schapelle
bribes guards, Today Tonight showed
footage of her being taken to a dentist by
Indonesian police, an event that was
leaked by the prison to the media.

May 07
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Exploitation for Prison PR:
Another „surprise‟ ministerial inspection,
with the press in attendance.
15th

According to one report, Schapelle
agreed to meet the new Justice and
Human Rights Minister, Andi Mattalatta,
only after being assured there would not
be a swarm of media. But, of course,
there was.

Expendable.TV

Corby begs minister to set her
free; Corby sees funny side of
Fairfax
life in jail; Corby shows off
language skills; Corby takes
News Corp.
her chance to ask Justice
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Minister for freedom; Schapelle
Corby has a laugh;
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Despite the meeting being cordial, the
Australian press undermine any positive
outcome by reporting that Schapelle has
written a „scathing‟ book about the
Indonesian justice system and life inside
Kerobokan. Those reports were in turn
covered by the Indonesian press.
One report states the only lesson she
has learned is how to speak Indonesian.
One journalist claims „There were laughs
all round when Corby and Mr Djaya said
she was less uptight about reporters and
photographers, some of whom she used
to despise‟.
Her life in Kerobokan is misrepresented
as happy.

Political Intervention
Indonesian Director General of Prisons
confirms that Schapelle‟s transfer to a
remote prison has been postponed, but
that it depends on Indonesian/Australian
co-operation continuing in a good
manner.

26th

This suggests that good political relations
will determine the level of misery to be
inflicted upon her.

Corby to stay in Bali; Corby's
jail move cancelled; Corby's
move from Bali jail postponed;

News Corp.
Nine Network

The prison governor states that the move
was proposed a year ago but the transfer
was delayed because of a lack of
government funding.
However, earlier in the year he was
reported as stating that the transfer was
a result of the criticisms Schapelle made
in her book.
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July 07
Date

Comments
Possible Media Intrusion:

10th

30th

Schapelle‟s
birthday: the family gettogether in the Kerobokan visitor area is
covered in detail.

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Cake for Corby in jail on 30th
Fairfax
birthday; Schapelle turns 30
behind bars; Schapelle's prison News Corp.
party

August 07
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Discrimination & Persecution:
The annual two month‟s remission is
denied, as the numerous Australian
press reports about Schapelle‟s
„favoured‟ treatment begin having an
effect. Schapelle (along with six other
women) is caught using a mobile phone.

17th

According to the prison governor,
Schapelle had the phone for one week
before she was caught on July 23, and
was placed in isolation for a week as
punishment. But then he states: "Corby
didn't get a remission because she kept
and used a hand phone in her cell.” This
constitutes two distinct levels of
punishment.
The prison makes a public show of
enforcing rules, though in reality it is only
with respect to Schapelle that such rules
are rigorously enforced. Widespread
corruption and breaches of regulations in
Kerobokan continue unabated.
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Bad girl Schapelle won't have
sentence shaved; Bali bomb
inmates get jail terms cut, but
not Corby; Bali bombers get
sentence cuts, Schapelle
Corby doesn't; Bali bombers
sentence cut; Bombers'
sentences cut; Corby misses
out on sentence reduction;
Corby punished over phone;
Mobile phone costs Corby;
News blog - Is this fair?; No
sentence cut for Corby;
Schapelle Corby loses
sentence reduction; Schapelle
Corby misses out on sentence
cut due to phone; Wars of the
Rose

Macquarie
National
News
News Corp.
Reuters
SBS World
News
Australia
Fairfax
ABC
The West
Australian
The Bulletin
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Schapelle Corby‟s alleged July 23 breach
of regulations is referred to several times
over the next two years as the reason
for either denying remissions or for being
less generous with remissions. (see 23
September). Whilst open and clear, this
discrimination remains unreported.

December 07
Date

Comments
Note

26th

Kerobokan prison governor claims that
rumours of Schapelle taking money from
visitors has prompted him to ask the
Australian consulate in Bali to provide a
list of relatives, friends and other likely
visitors to Corby and members of the
'Bali nine'.
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Title of Source Articles Publisher

Hoax grief for Corby and Bali
Nine with visits ban; Bali jail to
limit visitors after Corby
rumours; Money-for-photos
hoax cuts jail visits; No glad
tidings for Corby on jail term;
Web hoax cuts Schapelle
Corby's visiting rights

The West
Australian
ABC
Fairfax
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5. OPEN PRISON ABUSES 2008

2008
January 08
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Possible Media Intrusion:
19th

Sian Powell writes a series of extensive
interviews in Bali's Kerobokan prison but
focuses on the Melasti Three. However,
she refers to Schapelle several times.

Day by day in a Bali jail

News Corp.

February 08
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Media Intrusion:

3rd to
5th

Another public relations event is
organized by the prison to mark the
Balinese holiday, and Galungan and
Chinese New Year. The media is present
in force, and Schapelle is filmed
participating in the event. She is the only
person they focus on. She asks the
visiting spiritualist how she could learn "to
suppress the pain in my heart" and
become more patient. Coverage is
nationwide.
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Corby, Lawrence first to use
new prison phones; Corby's
cell phone saviour; Schapelle
Corby gets access to public
phone in jail; Schapelle Corby
reveals pain; Schapelle
Corby's cell phone saviour

Fairfax
News Corp.
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Possible Media Intrusion:
Further Exploitation for Prison PR:
Public telephones are installed and the
media is invited to publicize the
humanitarian breakthrough. Australian
media report that Schapelle is the first to
use it.

Corby and Lawrence get line to
free world (in the hard copy
scans archive); Corby,
Lawrence allowed to phone
home; Corby, Lawrence first to
Photographed, waiting to use the phone, use new prison phones;
and using the phone. Schapelle is quoted Corby's cell phone savior;
saying: “I‟m very thankful to Ilham Djaya, Schapelle Corby gets access
to public phone in jail;
head of Kerobokan prison, for making a
very good breakthrough which will enable Schapelle Corby reveals pain;
me to communicate with my family. I and Schapelle Corby's cell phone
my family are certainly glad and I will use saviour
this opportunity every Monday.”
Most reports again mention that she
missed out on two remissions last year
because she was caught with a mobile
phone.

2nd to
5th

The West
Australian
Fairfax
News Corp.

As usual, her life is depicted in a lighthearted way. One reporter writes: “she
laughed and joked with fellow Australian
prisoner Renae Lawrence as they
became the first Bali prisoners to use a
new jail phone system.”
The truth is that Schapelle was used to
promote the idea of a humanitarian
prison: but she was never allowed to use
the phone again.

Possible Media Intrusion:
6th

Schapelle‟s „Save the whales” statement
is reported.
How was she able to be interviewed?

Expendable.TV
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whales, says prisoner
Schapelle Corby
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March 08
Date

Comments
Possible Media Intrusion:
Exploitation for Prison PR:

10th to
11th

Indonesia's prisons director general
Untung Sugiyono visits the prison
accompanied by a media contingent. The
media coverage only extends to his
meeting with Schapelle.
Schapelle sought to use the opportunity
to reject more false reports she had been
allowed to go on outings from the prison.

Title of Source Articles Publisher
Bali Nine, Corby transfer blow;
Corby denies jail „lunch break‟;
Corby denies lunch outing;
Corby 'only let out to go to
doctor'; Corby's hopes of
coming home dashed; 'I did not
escape to dinner'; Indonesia
opposes prisoner transfers for
drug criminals; Prisoner
transfer hopes dealt blow (1);
Spotted in a restaurant? Not
me, says Corby

News Corp.
Sunday
Times
Fairfax

April 08
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Possible Media Intrusion:
Exploitation for Prison PR:

21st to
22nd

At a farewell ceremony for the „popular‟
jail boss Ilham Djaya, the press is again
present in force and again focus only on
Schapelle. Djaya is being transferred to
another jail. It is reported that Schapelle
is desperate to go home as soon as
possible, joking with the departing Bali
jail governor that she "would like to be
leaving" with him. Djaya says Schapelle
is a "Tamping" in charge of handicrafts,
but then he says “she should be
considered for the role of Tamping” or
another role called “Pemuka”. The issue
is never mentioned again.

Expendable.TV

Corby desperate to come
home; I just want to go home,
says Schapelle; Prison job
could cut Corby's jail time;
Schapelle Corby 'could work
her way free'; Schapelle Corby
weeps as jail boss leaves her
behind; Schapelle Corby
weeps for home;

News Corp.
Fairfax
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June 08
Date

20th to
28th

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Appeal loss 'broke Corby';
Corby has lost hope, says
Media Harassment:
mum; Corby has lost weight
Breach of Confidentiality (prison staff,
and hope: mother; Corby on
hospital doctors)
mend as doco sheds new light;
While Schapelle‟s sister is in Australia to Corby soap opera - sordid little
defend herself in a defamation trial,
drama that keeps on giving;
Schapelle rapidly loses weight. At the
Corby still has the blues; Corby
insistence of her mother, she is
suffers 'total mental
examined by doctors and is found to
disturbance'; Corby's dark cell
have severe depression. She is
of depression; Depressed and
transferred to a public hospital for lifelosing weight fast; Depressed
saving treatment on 20th June. Reporters Corby taken to hospital; Doctor
stake out the hospital and take up
fears for 'suicidal' Corby;
vantage points for photographs. Every
Schapelle Corby admitted to
conceivable scrap of information about
hospital; Schapelle Corby
her illness and her treatment in hospital
admitted to hospital with
is openly reported to the press and
depression; Schapelle Corby
receives nation-wide media attention in
hospitalised for depression;
Australia.
Schapelle Corby hospitalised
in Bali (1);

Nine Network
News Corp.
Seven
Network
APN News &
Media (NZ
Herald)
Fairfax
SBS

July 08
Date

Comments
Media Harassment Whilst Under
Supervision By Prison Guards:

2nd to
9th

Still undergoing treatment in Sanglah
hospital, Schapelle‟s doctors allow her to
visit the beauty salon and gift shop
located on hospital grounds (escorted by
armed guards) in an attempt to restore
her shattered self esteem.
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Title of Source Articles Publisher
Australian convict Corby visits
Bali beauty salon; Australian
Corby spotted in Indonesian
beauty salon; Blues batter
Schapelle Corby; Corby
allowed to go to beauty salon
(1); Schapelle Corby appeal to
move to low-security jail
rejected;

Fairfax
AFP
Reuters
News Corp.
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She is harassed by reporters, and once
again, pictures and stories receive
nation-wide media attention in Australia.
The attention results in Schapelle being
reprimanded by authorities.
Although her psychiatrist warns she has
suffered a total relapse as a result of the
harassment, another doctor declares she
is “getting better” and she is returned to
prison.
Tipped off about her release (9th July), a
large crowd of reporters gathers at the
hospital, forcing her sister to shield her
from cameras. The fracas receives
nation-wide media attention in Australia.

Corby leaves prison for beauty
salon; Corby ready to go back
to jail – doctor (3);
Corby relapses after beauty
salon visit; Corby to mark 31st
birthday in Bali jail (1) & (2);
Improved Schapelle Corby
back in jail cell after
depression;

Nine Network
SBS
The Calgary
Herald
(Canada)

Inmate spotted in beauty salon;
Mercedes' anger as Corby
goes back to jail;
Mercedes Corby in angry
outburst over sister Schapelle;
Sad Schapelle Corby snapped
in beauty salon;
Schapelle Corby leaves her
hospital bed for a beauty salon;
Schapelle Corby leaves prison
for beauty salon; Schapelle
Corby returns to Kerobokan jail
after treatment;
Schapelle Corby suffers
depression relapse; Schapelle
Corby suffers relapse;
Schapelle Corby 'suffers
relapse'; Schapelle's shampoo
session.

Media Intrusion & Harassment:

10th to
11th

Supporters send Schapelle flowers and a
card for her birthday, but a local
freelance journalist intercepts the florist,
reads the card and publishes the
message, which receives nation-wide
media attention in Australia.

Expendable.TV

No birthday party for Schapelle
Corby in Bali jail; Pizza and
white roses for Schapelle
Corby, 31 today; Schapelle
Corby takes mint slices and
teddy back to jail; Schapelle
Corby turns 31.

News Corp.
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August 08
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Media Intrusion & Breach of
Confidentiality By Prison Doctor:
During a pre-Independence Day prison
celebration, Schapelle is photographed,
and again her every word and action is
reported by media, who have been
invited to the event.

11th to
12th

A local journalist speaks to her and then
reports the conversation to Australian
media who report that she told others she
was not sick. She is described as all
smiles; an enthusiastic spectator;
laughing; singing and swaying to the
music; looking healthy and happy.

Bail jail life a laugh for drug
smuggler Schapelle Corby;
Black cloud of depression lifts
for Corby; Corby joins in prison
fun; Fun and games for
happier Schapelle Corby.

News Corp.
Radar Bali

The prison doctor reported on her health
status. Everything receives nation-wide
media coverage in Australia.
Photographs taken of a happy-looking
Schapelle are used repeatedly over the
following years, for equally false reports.

December 08
Date

Comments

Title of source
articles

Publisher

Possible Media Intrusion:
Exploitation for Prison PR:
11th to
13th

The prison‟s new governor, Yan
Suharyono, inaugurates a two-day
island-wide prison tennis competition, the
„Department of Law and Human Rights
Tennis Open‟.

Expendable.TV

Bali Nine make a tennis court
appearance in Indonesian jail;
Bali Open? No, it's tennis on
death row; Corby, Lawrence in
line for Christmas cheer;
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Suharyono said his intention was to
improve relations between the prisoners
and the guards, yet he invites the media.
Most reports state Schapelle did not
leave her cell but the media still comment
disapprovingly about her non-show (the
main attraction did not appear). The
prison governor is left to provide
information. He says she is feeling much
better. "She's socialising now, she's
mingling with the others."
A prison officer said that most of the
Australians inside enjoyed playing tennis
regularly, except for Schapelle Corby.
The truth is that women prisoners have
no access to any sports facilities.
News Corp reports proclaim: Schapelle
Corby photographed smiling in
Kerobokan Jail, but the accompanying
photo dates from February 2008 – before
her breakdown.

Schapelle Corby photographed
smiling in Kerobokan Jail (1);
Schapelle happier but lips
sealed.

News Corp.
Fairfax

A journalist manages to photograph
Schapelle from a distance and shouts
questions to her when she emerges from
her cell to meet her visiting sister.
Schapelle is described as healthier,
happier looking and smiling but made no
comment when asked about her welfare.
Jail authorities report she is now better
physically and psychologically, has put
on weight, cries much less, and has good
friends in other prisoners.
The journalist acknowledges Schapelle
was helped back to her cell by other
prisoners after her sister‟s visit to avoid
waiting media, but she obviously could
not avoid that particular journalist.
A prison officer is reported saying: "She
is not crying like before and she looks
happier, she looks normal like the other
prisoners.”
The jail's doctor, Agus Hartawan, says
Schapelle is still being prescribed
psychiatric medication but was no longer
being regularly treated by a psychiatrist.
Expendable.TV
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"She is not crying and depressed any
more like she was before," he said,
adding that her medical condition had
improved.
All of which presents a rosy picture of
improving health in a humane
correctional facility, but it later emerges
that, in reality, all this is entirely false,
and is nothing more than public relations
spin.

Media Intrusion:

16th

Prisoners are again used to improve
public image of prison. Despite
Mercedes Corby's interview published
the day before, in which she dismisses
reports that Schapelle is coping well, the
Australian media publish a series of
glowing articles about her „improvement‟
after they are invited to view prisoners in
church. There is again a hint of
disapproval and disappointment that
Schapelle was not present or available
for comment.

Christmas far from merry for
Bali Nine at Kerobokan Jail

News Corp.

Schapelle Corby's Christmas
wish

News Corp.

Media Intrusion:
A News Corp journalist pens a report
about Schapelle‟s Christmas wish. The
article is accompanied by a photograph
of Schapelle in prison and by the
following text:
19th

“Tomorrow's Daily Telegraph newspaper
will also detail the Christmas plans
of convicted killer Gordon Wood, the
courageous Lauren Huxley, as well as
Hugh Jackman, Nicole Kidman, Candice
Falzon, Lara Bingle and many more.
Don't miss it.”
The article is also accompanied by the
usual readers‟ cruel comments.

Expendable.TV
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Media Intrusion:

25th to
26th

The prison invites the media to a
ceremony to announce the winners of the
Christmas Day sentence remissions but
all attention is on Schapelle: what she
does and says, who she speaks to, what
she thinks, what her family bring for her
to eat.
Schapelle attends the ceremony but is
denied the Christmas remission.
Her visiting family is interviewed and their
gifts for her are described in detail.
A prison official confides: "She came with
a magazine with [her sister] Mercedes on
its cover ... showing it to the reporters
there”. Extending the PR further he also
claims that she took a photo of a reporter
using the reporter's camera.

Expendable.TV

Corby misses Christmas
sentence reduction; Corby
shows off saucy sister, but no
sentence cut; Schapelle Corby
ABC
misses out on Christmas
sentence cut; Schapelle Corby News Corp.
shows off sister Mercedes' strip
pics; Schapelle Corby's
accessories for Mercedes'
Ralph shoot; Snapper Corby's
fifth jail Christmas.
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6. OPEN PRISON ABUSES 2009

2009
May 09
Date

9th to
13th

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Exploitation for Prison PR, Media
Intrusion

Schapelle Corby wants a
prison parlour

It is reported that Schapelle and other
inmates have made a proposal to set
up a beauty salon inside the prison to
train inmates and open a shop at the
jail entrance to sell handicrafts to the
public. The Australian press use this
opportunity to further ridicule:
“Schapelle Corby‟s new job … a
lengthy jail perm” and “Beauty school
for jailbirds” and similar.

Schapelle Corby to realise her
dream in jail

Many inaccuracies and falsehoods are
again published. For example,
Schapelle is incorrectly described as a
senior prisoner in charge of a group of
women, a role which has never been
granted to her.

Interview with Schapelle Corby
- 11 May 2009 (video)

Kerobokan‟s chief warden allows a
freelance journalist into the prison
specifically to film an interview with
Schapelle Corby about the beauty
parlour proposal. Ms Corby is ordered
by the warden to comply with the
interview and given only a few minutes
to prepare.

Schapelle Corby finds beauty
within the four walls

Expendable.TV

Schapelle Corby wants to open
beauty salon inside Bali's
Kerobokan jail
Schapelle Corby wants to set
up beauty parlour in jail
Schapelle wants salon behind
Bali bars
Corby's jailbird beauty bid
News Corp.

Schapelle Corby loses hope of
early release from Bali prison
Schapelle Corby's life in Bali's
Kerobokan jail

Schapelle Corby's teary
breakdown behind bars
Strain shows on Schapelle
Corby
True beauty on the inside
Will beauty salons in the
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The reporter describes the interview as
„a rare glimpse inside the jail‟ but in
reality such intrusions on Schapelle's
privacy and dignity are commonplace.

prisons soon become the
norm?

Nothing more is heard of this proposal.

Media Harassment, Breach of
Confidentiality/Trust
On the evening of 22nd May, Schapelle
is taken to a police hospital for
psychiatric treatment. A day or two
pass before the first stories are
published.

22nd to
31st

Even though she is kept under armed
guard, hospital pictures appear in the
Australian press. Schapelle's
psychiatrist, Dr. Denny Thong
describes her condition as serious but
her prison doctor, Agus Hartawan, is
unable to give a comment based on his
own observations.
He quotes Schapelle's cellmates:
"According to her cellmates she doesn't
sleep at night. Sometimes she is blank.
Sometimes she just hangs around the
cell, sometimes she forgets about
things. Sometimes she forgets to look
after herself, has bad dreams." He
suggests Schapelle may be responsible
for her condition because she does not
appear to be taking her medication.
Note that Schapelle is dependent on
other inmates to administer her antidepressants.
Dr Thong says he will advise prison
authorities that Schapelle needs to be
in a psychiatric hospital.

Expendable.TV

Depressed Schapelle Corby
rushed to hospital
Schapelle Corby rushed to
hospital suffering depression
Schapelle Corby mum's Bali
hospital dash
Schapelle Corby paranoid,
clutching doll in Kerobokan jail
Corby 'clutching doll' in jail
Schapelle Corby paranoid and
under psychiatric care
'Very sick' Schapelle Corby
signs new lawyer

News Corp.
Nine Network

Schapelle needs mum's love
Schapelle confused with teddy
Schapelle Corby confused, in
pigtails, clutches teddy bear
Schapelle Corby moved to
civilian hospital in Bali
Sick Corby moved to
psychiatric ward
Corby in another hospital
Corby must not die in Bali
Schapelle Corby paranoid and
'too ill' for jail
Page 6 - 2
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The prison doctor, prison staff, fellow
inmates and hospital staff are all sought
out for comments and information to
flesh out news reports.
27th May: The prison governor decides
to transfer Schapelle to a public
hospital and journalists wait outside to
catch Schapelle when she is moved.
Schapelle's breakdown has occurred
during a brief period of media-fuelled
hysteria surrounding another Australian
woman arrested overseas a few days
before. In response, the politician who
was Australia‟s Minister for Foreign
Affairs during Schapelle's trial in 2005,
Alexander Downer, writes an opinionpiece condemning all Australians in
trouble overseas as „idiots‟. He writes:
„At the height of the Schapelle Corby
affair I received 5000 emails in one day
from fellow Australians pleading with
me to save "our Schapelle" from the
horrors of the Indonesian legal system.
Or, to be a bit more honest, the few I
looked at said that.‟

Schapelle Corby taken to
hospital for psychiatric
treatment
Schapelle Corby in hospital in
'deep despair'
Corby 'improving, may return
to jail'
Corby on her own
Corbys plead for Rudd to
deliver
Corbys want Rudd to deliver
on promise
'Fair way to go' before Corby
can return
'Fair way to go' before Corby
returned
Idiot Aussies - Grow up and
take responsibility
Look after yourselves overseas
- Alexander Downer

June 09
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Exploitation For Prison PR

2nd

Freelance journalist, Alan Shadrake, a
regular visitor to the prison, writes an
account of Kerobokan which
pronounces: “Kerobokan prison ...
holds some of the most notorious drug
smugglers in the region, but life there is
no hardship.”

Expendable.TV

Paradise Lost (The Expat
Magazine) (PDF)

The Expat
Magazine
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He describes Schapelle‟s previous
breakdown (2008) using terms like
"fellow inmates were aware of the
ruse", and even refers to her eating out
in restaurants.
It features a photograph of “Schapelle
Corby‟s comfortable cell which she
shares with one other inmate.” The
truth is that it is not her cell at all, and
her number of her cellmates fluctuates
continuously from five to a dozen or
more. Note also Shadrake‟s other
contributions.

Media Harassment, Breach of
Confidentiality

3rd to 4th

Late in the evening prison officials enter
Schapelle's hospital room and tell her
she will be returned to the prison
immediately. No prior notice was given
to Schapelle, but the media were
certainly notified because they are
present and waiting when Schapelle
emerges from her room. The scene is
described as „angry and chaotic‟ but
there is no evidence of that in the
footage broadcast nation-wide on
Australian TV.
There is, however, evidence that
Schapelle‟s mother Rosleigh is herself
on the verge of a nervous collapse
during an altercation filmed with a
hidden camera inside the hospital. The
video receives nation-wide coverage in
Australia.

Schapelle Corby still
depressed – doctor
Schapelle's mum feeling the
strain
Schapelle Corby returned to
prison (video)
Judith Lucy on Rove Live
(Video)

Nine Network
TEN Network

She's paranoid, delusional and
a danger to herself - Woman's
Day - 15th June 2009 - p. 1617

On the first day of Schapelle's return to
prison a Dr. Nyoman Ratep, frequently
and incorrectly described as her doctor,
says her condition improved during her
stay in hospital but she is still sick. He
says that he and his team would be
happy to visit her in jail.
Expendable.TV
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Her actual psychiatrist, Dr. Denny
Thong, appears to have been kept
away from his patient during the last
week of her stay in hospital.
Ratep concludes his medical advice
with: „If she thinks too much about her
detention, she will become desperate.‟

July 09
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Exploitation for Prison PR, Media
Intrusion
9th

Schapelle has cut her hair and is
photographed without her knowledge.
The prison governor comments
approvingly about the event. The story
receives nation-wide coverage in
Australia.

Schapelle Corby cuts hair
ahead of 32nd birthday
Schapelle Corby gets shorter
hair for her birthday

News Corp

August 09
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Media Intrusion
Just prior to this date, news reports
state that Schapelle climbed a water
tower and had to be coaxed to safety.
3rd

However, there are no enquiries from
Australian authorities regarding her
welfare.
Kerobokan Prison holds the opening
ceremony of a week-long sports
carnival to mark Independence Day
celebrations.

Expendable.TV

Has Schapelle Corby gone
mad? Her family thinks so
Schapelle Corby climbs jail
tower, family says she's
struggling

News Corp.
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The media is invited to attend and they
report that Schapelle stayed in her cell
and did not participate. Her visiting
family is interviewed and photographed.
The story receives nation-wide
coverage in Australia.

Exploitation for Prison PR,
Discriminatory Sentence Remission

16th to
18th

It is now more than two years since the
mobile phone incident. In 2007 prison
authorities explained that Schapelle
would be denied any remissions that
year because she broke the rules. Now Corby and Lawrence in line for
it is announced that she will receive a
sentence cuts
reduced sentence remission due to that
Corby in line for sentence cut
same incident.
Corby, Lawrence given
One report quotes a jail official who
says Schapelle „behaved well in prison‟ sentence cuts
but received a lesser reduction for
Drug traffickers Schapelle
allegedly keeping a mobile phone in her Corby and Renae Lawrence
jail cell. Several reports make the same have jail sentences cut
claims, creating the false impression
Schapelle Corby, Renae
that it is a recent and new offence.
Lawrence get sentence cuts in
In other reports, the same jail official
Indonesia
confirms that Ms Corby followed the
Sentence cut for Oz drug
rules and was not defiant towards
runners jailed in Bali
prison staff. An Australian journalist,
Tom Allard, states: „Corby has missed
Sentence cuts for Lawrence,
out on remissions due to her poor
Corby
behaviour in Kerobokan that has
Schapelle Corby turns her
included bringing a mobile phone into
back on jail party
the prison.‟ The story receives nationwide coverage in Australia.

News Corp.
Nine Network
Australian
Broadcasting
Corporation
The Standard
(HK)
Fairfax Media

On the same day, two women‟s
magazines publish articles, one
containing prison PR and the other a
report on Ms Corby‟s mental condition
(see 24th August below).

Expendable.TV
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Exploitation for Prison PR
Woman‟s Day (on sale 17th August)
publishes an article by Alan Shadrake
about Renae Lawrence, another inmate
of Kerobokan. It features a photograph
taken without Schapelle‟s knowledge of
Lawrence apparently 'caring for her'.

17th to
31st

Schapelle would be dead
without me (Woman‟s Day);

Bring Schapelle Home - Or
She'll Die (New Idea) pp. 1418; Schapelle Corby 'hanging
by a thread'; Corby will die if
not moved: family (1) & (2);
Glossy Mag Insanity; What
Lawrence claims the prison appointed
her to care for Schapelle, and that she makes Schapelle Corby so
special? - Hinch interviews
has been secretly caring for her for a
Downer (Radio 3AW) (audio);
year. She claims Schapelle's family
New Fears For Schapelle
welcomes her help, but she does not
Corby; Schapelle Corby
reveal that her role involves
„clinically insane‟; Schapelle
administering anti-depressant drugs
Corby clinically insane, says
prescribed by Schapelle's doctor.
psychiatrist; Schapelle Corby
Lawrence‟s „carer‟ role was actually
diagnosed as clinically insane
short-lived because the drugs were not (video); Schapelle Corby is
always administered. Those facts are
'clinically insane' - psychiatrist
not revealed in Shadrake‟s article.
(video); Schapelle is insane,
Australian doctor claims, Corby
A few days after the publication of the
family want her back in
Woman‟s Day article, New Idea
Australia; Corby 'hanging on by
magazine publishes an extensive
a thread'; Psychiatrist:
feature in which a leading Australian
Schapelle Corby „insane‟;
psychiatrist, Associate Professor Dr
Corby has gone insane,
Jonathan Phillips, discusses
psychiatrist says; Corby is
Schapelle‟s deteriorating mental
insane, says top shrink; Corby
condition.
should be jailed in Oz: Bligh;
Dr Phillips‟ expertise and ethics are
Premier backs calls to bring
beyond reproach, and he has a long
Schapelle Corby back to
and extremely distinguished career, but Australia; Corby won't survive
within a few days his diagnosis is
Bali jail, psychiatrist warns; Dr.
disputed by the 'prison doctor', Agus
Louise Newman interviewed re
Hartawan. Incredibly, the Australian
Schapelle Corby (Radio 6PR)
media support the prison doctor‟s
(audio); Neil Mitchell interviews
attack by implying the report‟s
Professor Phillips (Radio 3AW)
truthfulness is questionable, because
(audio); Simon Beaumont
the doctor received a fee (which is not
interviews Tony Wilson (Radio
true) or they simply accuse Schapelle
6PR) (audio); Schapelle Corby
of faking her illness.
'insane', could die; Lockerbie
Other Australian commentators suggest release hurt Corby; Bali doctor
hits back over Corby
that Schapelle is unworthy of any
diagnosis; Corby is fine, says
humanitarian consideration.
Bali prison doctor (1) & (2);
New Corby diagnosis; Roy

Expendable.TV

Woman‟s Day
New Idea
Fairfax Media
Seven
Network
News Corp.
APN News &
Media
Fairfax Radio
6PR (Perth)
Fairfax Radio
3AW
(Melbourne)
Nine Network
CNN
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Dr Phillips is forced to defend himself.
So much attention is focused on the
veracity of his diagnosis that none of
the previous reports by other
psychiatrists, such as Dr. Denny
Thong, or anecdotal evidence from
fellow inmates such as Renae
Lawrence, are considered as evidence
that Schapelle really is seriously ill.

Reeves interviewed by Derryn
Hinch (Radio 3AW) (audio);
Schapelle Corby – Insane or
faking it? (video); Schapelle
Corby discussed on TV talk
show (video); Schapelle 'saw
hanging': author; Schapelle's
served her time; How many
other Schapelle Corbys are
there?; Misplaced sympathy is
maddening; Kevin Rudd gives
Schapelle Corby a raw deal;
Prisoner Going Insane (CNN)
(video); Doctor confirms Corby
condition; Schapelle Corby not
the only Aussie languishing in
foreign jail; Bali Billy to the
rescue; Mankind has much to
learn from wild animals; Corby
relying on prisoner transfer
agreement; Kevin Rudd
interviewed on Radio 6PR
(audio); Transcript of Kevin
Rudd interviewed on Radio
6PR

September 09
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Media Harassment and
Misrepresentation

25th

WHO magazine contains yet another
story by freelance journalist Alan
Shadrake. The article makes extensive
use of the opinions of Shadrake
Five Years On And No End In
acquaintance Kay Danes, who says
Sight (WHO magazine) (PDF)
that Schapelle should get on her knees
and beg for clemency, and former
Foreign Affairs Minister Alexander
Downer, who says the „tactic‟ of publicly
declaring Schapelle‟s insanity „is an
incredibly bad strategy‟

Expendable.TV

WHO
magazine
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October 09
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Exploitation For Prison PR

7th

Kerobokan Prison governor offers his
diagnosis of Ms Corby‟s mental health
even though he has no psychiatric
training. He says she is "just fine" and
is joining in activities with other
prisoners.

Schapelle Corby marks five
years in jail

News Corp.

November 09
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Intimidation, Exploitation For Prison PR
Woman‟s Day magazine publish
another story by Alan Shadrake titled
'The Whole Prison Is Out To Get Her'.

2nd to
14th

Shadrake claims Schapelle‟s life is now
at risk due to the publication of a book
called Hotel Kerobokan, which exposes
the conditions in the prison. Even
though the book was published only
four days earlier, the article claims her
supporters are concerned about
retribution. No supporters are
interviewed, and there is no reference
to the actual retribution or torment,
which she has actually suffered for a
number of years. However, the ongoing
persecution is referenced indirectly by
Renae Lawrence “... this will make her
more unpopular with the guards ...
They don‟t like her because to them
she‟s a troublemaker. And they could
easily get back at her in different ways,
making her life even more nightmarish.”

Expendable.TV

The Whole Prison Is Out To
Get Her (Woman‟s Day) pp.
10-12
Corby biographer Kathryn
Bonella may take Woman's
Day to court
Kerobokan Prison - inside
Schapelle Corby's hell on earth

Woman‟s Day
News Corp.
TVNZ

Hell in the heart of paradise
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Subsequent comments by the prison
authorities reveal their intense anger at
the revelations in Kathryn Bonella's
book.
Schapelle is frequently associated with
it by the prison authorities, as they seek
to undermine it.

December 09
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Discriminatory Sentence Remissions
Schapelle's sentence remissions are
yet again affected by the 2007 mobile
phone incident. Yet again, there is no
protest from Australian authorities.
14th

One news item also describes
Schapelle inaccurately as „criminally
insane‟ but no such term was used by
the psychiatrists who have examined
her.

Blow for Australian prisoners in
Indonesian jails
News Corp.
Sentences cut for Corby,
Lawrence

Nine Network

News also breaks that the frequently
mooted Prisoner Transfer Agreement is
going nowhere and is far from
completion.

Media Intrusion
Undermining Of Clemency Application

20th to
22nd

Without confirmation from those
involved, an Australian journalist
speculates that Schapelle‟s lawyers are
planning a clemency bid based on
humanitarian grounds, “But unlike other
clemency pleas, there will be no
acceptance of guilt.”

Expendable.TV

Clemency plea for ill Schapelle
Corby (Sky News) (video)
Clemency plea for ill Schapelle
Corby
Fresh Schapelle Corby
clemency bid

News Corp.
Seven
Network
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The point about confession will be
repeated frequently during the next 12
months, effectively creating an issue
where no issue existed previously.

Schapelle‟s sixth jail Christmas
looms
Corby‟s Christmas Wish

It is likely that news of the clemency
application was provided either by the
prison authorities or local judiciary.
Another report speculates irresponsibly
regarding Ms Corby‟s lawyer's
thoughts: “... a five-year discount
thought to be attainable and hoped for
even 10 years.” But the journalist
admits “But neither the lawyer nor her
family have been keen to talk about the
new strategy for fear of undermining
their bid.”

Expendable.TV
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7. OPEN PRISON ABUSES 2010

2010
January 10
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Exploitation for Prison PR
Media Intrusion
5th

Kerobokan Prison authorities invite the
media to a belated Christmas
celebration As usual, Schapelle's nonappearance is noted, but what the
media fail to acknowledge is that it is
their presence which actually keeps her
in her cell.

Media Intrusion, Exploitation for Prison
PR
On 11th January controversy erupts in
Indonesia when a surprise prison
inspection discovers that several
wealthy female inmates are enjoying
luxurious lifestyles.
12th to
14th

The next day (12th), a pack of
photographers and journalists are
allowed into Kerobokan Prison.
Their visit is unannounced and
unexpected by inmates and their
families. They make a beeline for
Schapelle‟s cell and enter without
warning. While Schapelle attempts to
hide from the cameras, journalists go
through her personal possessions and
take photos.

Expendable.TV

Christmas celebration comes
late for the Bali Nine

Indonesian Government
embarrassed over prison
perks; Indonesia inmates buy
jail luxury (video); Jail Birds
(video); Inside Schapelle
Corby's Bali cell (video); Corby
lashes out at media in prison;
Inside Schapelle Corby's jail
cell hell; Inside Schapelle
Corby's Bali cell

News Corp.

News Corp.
Fairfax Media
Nine Network
(NBN News)

Lawrence denies help for Bali
Nine member facing death
sentence; Change of heart on
death appeal as Corby lashes
out (article with video
embedded); Lawrence not
willing to testify; Father
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The story receives nation-wide
coverage in Australia, but as ever there
is no protest from the Australian
government about this latest breach of
human rights.

defends drug mule daughter
Renae Lawrence (video);
Schapelle's prison breakdown New Idea - 23rd January 2010

Exploitation for Prison PR

23rd to
24th

The publication of Hotel Kerobokan
remains a thorn in the side of the
current prison governor, who continues
to allow regular media access to the
prison in an effort to discredit the book.
Due to Schapelle‟s long-term
unwillingness, and now her inability, to
be interviewed, the Australian media
turns to the Bali Nine for glowing
accounts of life in Kerobokan.
Frequently, however, although
journalists state that the purpose of
their visit is to interview a particular
prisoner, such as one of the Bali Nine,
Schapelle is accosted and her words,
appearance and behaviour are reported
instead.

Lives transformed in shadow of
death
Hope gone, Corby escapes her Fairfax Media
Bali cell to a world of fantasy
Lawrence protector of Corby

February 10
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Prison Intimidation

15th

Australian and other Western inmates
in Kerobokan prison are asked to sign a Bali prisoners „forced to sign
statement denying negative accounts
statement‟
about the jail.
Letters to the Editor - It's still
"We were not forced to sign, we were
happening
asked, but it would be absolute suicide
to say no. You'd have to be stupid.
Everyone signed.”

Expendable.TV

News Corp.
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March 10
Schapelle Corby submits an application for clemency based primarily on humanitarian concerns about
her mental health.

April 10
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Exploitation for Prison PR,
Media Intrusion

14th to
15th

On 14th April, an Australian journalist is
granted permission to enter the prison
and he heads for Schapelle‟s cell with a
cameraman. He does not find
Schapelle in her cell but films it
regardless. Schapelle takes refuge in a
toilet, with the aid of fellow prisoners,
as her belongings are filmed. He goes
on to interview the Prison Governor and
fellow prisoners, including Renae
Lawrence, who all claim that Schapelle
is fine.

Nine Network

Schapelle is so traumatised by the
intrusion that she is inconsolable and
asks her mother the following day to
allow her to end it all.
Despite protests to the Nine Network by
humanitarians from across the world,
the story goes online and on-air the
next day. The story receives nationwide coverage in Australia but as usual
there is no protest from the Australian
government.

Expendable.TV
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May 10
Date

Comments
Witness To Prison Abuse
Australian man, Robert McJannett,
is released from Kerobokan after
serving five months for drug
offences. When he arrives home the
next day he implores the Australian
govt to bring Schapelle home.

"For the past five months, I have
28the to 30th witnessed blackmail, bribery and
corruption on an unprecedented
scale. It is clearly not possible to
receive a fair trial in the Bali justice
system," he told reporters.
He said he has seen her being
repeatedly bullied and mistreated.
The Australian government ignore
his substantiated allegations.

Title of Source Articles Publisher
Bring Schapelle home - Bali
ex-prisoner
Bring Schapelle Home (Sky
News) (video)
Government urged to 'bring
Schapelle home'
Airport Outburst (Nine News)
(video)
Perth man home after stint in
Bali jail

Nine Network
Fairfax Media
News Corp.
(Sky News)
ABC

Robert McJannett calls for
Schapelle Corby to be sent
home

July 10
The Supreme Court forwards Ms Corby's clemency application to the Indonesian President on Monday,
26th July.

August 10
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Hostile Public Remarks By Prison
Official
15th

Kerobokan Prison allows journalist
Tom Allard into the prison to
interview members of the Bali Nine.

Expendable.TV
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In a chance encounter with
Schapelle he interviews and
photographs her, describing her
appearance and behaviour. His
article reveals details of a report
written by Kerobokan jail boss
Siswanto.

Corby in a world of fantasy as
she awaits final appeal
It's time to bring Corby home poll

Fairfax Media

The report covers the entire six
years of Ms Corby‟s imprisonment
and accuses her of „repeatedly
breaching regulations and failing to
take part in rehabilitation activities,
and accuses her allies in the media
of printing ''lies'' about conditions in
Kerobokan.‟
The story receives nationwide
coverage in Australia.

Hostile Public Remarks By
Unqualified Prison Official

17th to 18th

Despite the report, on
Independence Day Schapelle
receives the biggest single cut to
her sentence so far: 5 months
remission. She remains in her cell to
avoid the media. One journalist
claims she „shunned‟ the
celebration. An Australian TV report Bali Nine convict Scott Rush to
announces that Siswanto does not
appeal death sentence today
believe Schapelle is suffering from
Corby could be out of prison in
mental illness.
little more than four years
A senior prison official confides that,
Corby plea suffers a blow
beginning next year, Schapelle
(video)
would benefit from „accelerated‟
remissions which could amount to 8
months a year. In truth, these
potential remissions have existed
since her final appeal was
dismissed in January 2006: but she
has received only 17 months of
remissions to date. The story
receives nation-wide coverage in
Australia.

Expendable.TV

News Corp.
Fairfax Media
TEN Network
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October 10
Date

Comments
Hostile Public Remarks By
Unqualified Prison Official
In August the Australian media had
publicised the Kerobokan
Governor‟s report about Schapelle
Corby‟s behaviour and his opinion
that she was not mentally ill.

14th

Today the ABC broadcast these
issues as fresh news, with a new
interview with the prison governor.
The claim that she is faking her
illness is syndicated widely at the
worst possible time in terms of her
clemency application.
The story also received coverage in
Indonesia.

Title of Source Articles Publisher
Corby accused of faking
mental illness; Corby's
clemency chances dealt a
blow; Corby's clemency
chances receive blow (1) & (2)
Corby's sentence may not be
cut (ABC News) (video); Jail
governor says Schapelle
Corby's deviant behaviour is
damaging her bid for clemency

ABC
The West
Australian
Fairfax Media
Nine Network
News Corp.

Officials ruling on Corby's
mercy bid consider bad
behaviour; Schapelle Corby's
clemency chances receive
blow as governor says she's
faking illness.

November 10
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Media Intrusion

2nd

Physical Abuse

Corby's dramatic performance

The Australian media are again
given access to the prison, causing
acute distress. Schapelle Corby is
filmed in a disturbed state, and is
roughly manhandled by a number of
guards. Photographers and
cameraman pursue her as she is
taken to her cell.

(video)

Expendable.TV

Nine Network
Channel
Seven

Corby continues battle for
clemency
(video)
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8. OPEN PRISON ABUSES 2011

2011
June 11
Date

Comments

Title of Source Articles Publisher

Media Intrusion

24th

Channel Nine show intrusive footage of
Schapelle Corby in a state of distress,
as she is pursued and violated by a
photographer within the prison.

Corby lashes out at
photographer

Nine Network

Reports of the scene are repeated
throughout the Australian media.

Note that in September 2011 reports emerged that Schapelle Corby had attempted
suicide via an overdose of her own psychotic medication. She was refused access to
hospital treatment, despite having consumed over a week’s supply of the drugs.
Again, the Australian government did not intervene.

Reminder: This log documents only open and public abuses

Appendix - The Related Media Articles:
A PDF of the media articles referred to in the Timeline Of Abuse can be viewed on the
Expendable.TV website or the CD.

Expendable.TV
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